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@debbaff

@ShiftWorkESW

@neoflagellants

"Nothing is yours. It is to use. It is to
share. If you will not share it, you
cannot use it." ~ Ursula K. Le Guin
Thanks @cogdog @tanbob for sharing
#OpenETC stories
https://openetc.opened.ca/oer21/
Helen DeWaard

@hj_dewaard

I want to go fly away on the magic
carpet of a higher-ed tapestry....... just
say the magic words, O @EconProph!
... and WHOOSH! ... away we go into
the imaginary
a wish by @OnlineCrsLady
photo by Persian Rugs at Flicks
Quote from
Day 2
Keynote:
Jasmine
Roberts

Quote from Day 1
Keynote: Nicolas Garcia
Student President at
City of Glasgow College.

Collections from conference
participants.

OERxDomains21 presentation
Collective Hope by Alex Spiers
Sarah Honeychurch, Wendy Taleo @alexgspiers
CC BY SA

Sheila MacNeill
@sheilmcn

Social justice is a process, not a
destination.

A Joyful Incantation of Speculation
Does my life credit score enable me to
move to the auditorium for Professor
A’s plenary?

The opening panel set the scene for
the whole conference with the
question:

My, myself & my Pedagoganym
I want to hack my name like Professor
A. Where do you see yourself in 34
years? Ascending to the final fires of
graduation University V is Alive! Let us
pray

“What, in open education, has
helped give you some joy or shown
care?”
This perfectly represents what being
in such a caring, fun community
means to me. Laughter in both the
good and tough times 😂

Did we hear someone talking about
hope?
via Dogtrax out on the Wires

(My Favourite Presentation - University
V is alive! Now open to the closed, the
cruel and the Dead by Eamon Costello
and Prajakta Girme)

A keynote with active, community-building
engagement, centering student work,
embracing randomness, incorporating
central concepts & pedagogical priorities
as BINGO terms. I mean, wow.
Thank you Dr. Laura Gibbs!
Tim Clarke @floatingtim

Pip McDonald
@PipMac6

Keegan Long-Wheeler
@KeeganSLW

Clare Thomson
@slowtech2000

inspired
compelled
by exam surveillance technology
& corporate malice in support of
@linkletter

irwin devries
@irwindev

